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Details of Visit:

Author: DreamWeaverMan
Location 2: Arnos Grove
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 21 Aug 2010 12.00
Duration of Visit: 2
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.sexiestangels.com
Phone: 07570358930

The Premises:

House located near the Arnos Grove underground station. About 5 min Walking distance from the
station. Large house in the middle of residential area and area is safe and inside the House and the
room is nice and clean and tidy.

The Lady:

Sonja is nice and friendly Hungarian lady in her mid/late thirties and very friendly and nice and
lovely with lovely attitude and personality

The Story:

This is the house that I have mentioned in other report for Judy. I Sonja yesterday and I have
decided to see her today.

Sonja is nice and friendly lady with nice personality and she has high sex drive. We had lots of fun
with lots of various sexual activities, lots of close wraparound hugs and cuddles and lots of eye
contact and lots of French kissing, OWO, CIM, reverse oral, massage, reverse massage, rimming,
reverse rimming, 69 oral, 69 rimming, different positions, Body/ Foot worship, and lots of sensual
foreplay and lots of fun and sexy time etc etc. Sonja has very high sex drive and we had non stop
action and she love various sexual activities. we had lots of sweats and sticky and at the end, I was
completely exhausted. Sonja is sexually very active the whole experience was mixture of GFE and
PSE

Normally, when I see the profile on that site, they have lots enjoy list but when you go there only
basic activities are offered, but in Sonja?s case, her profile say less enjoy list, but she enjoys more
than I expected. I am very pleased with two hours of fun that only cost 120 pounds.

When I rang the bell, Sonja open the door and other girls were sitting in the kitchen area and said
hello. In this house, all the girls are very happy and friendly and they are happy to converse with me
about seeing other girls in turn and offered me coffee and biscuits and asked to sit with them in the
dining table while Sonja have a shower. The girls are very friendly and easy going and fun to be
with. I think that some naughty things going on within them self in private, Ooh la la !!
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I will see other girls Tina and Nina soon, but Nina on holiday and she will be back in three weeks
time

Her photos on the web site are of hers. If you need more information, email me

If you like mature ladies with high sex drive then I highly recommend Sonja for hot steamy sexy time
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